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AND PARTIAL-SPAN SPLIT FLAPS
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SUMMARY
An incestigaiim wag made in the i’% A. C. A. 7- by

10~oot wind knn.d to determinethe m-rod~mic proper-
tix oj tapered wing8 hurnngpartial-span jikps for high
lijt and ordinary ail.emmfor luteralcontrol. Each of two
Clark Y un”ngs,tupered 6:1 and 6:3, was egwipped with
partiul-span splii jkps of two Lmgtlk and with ordinary
ai?emn.s&ending jrom the ow.tboardende oj tti &p to
thewing tip8. Meamwementsoj wingjorces and 9nomeni8
and oj aihron hinge moment8 were mudejor th8two cod.-
tti ojfips n.euircdand dqfected.

With sphl jkp8 of eguu.1lerqth both wings had p?wcti-
sally the same C~.=. Ij 30 percent of tbjlap owterspan
wwe removedjor the instalWion oj ailerons, a reduction in
C.w= oj the taperedwing8w“thfips migld be expected oj
the or&r oj4 to 7 percent.

Ai?erona oj the same span were jound to @e higher
roiling-mamm-tcoeW8 togetlwr with greater adoerse
yawing-momd wej%ients on the 6:3 tapered wing than
on i% wing tapered 6:1. In addition, ailerons oj the
same 8pan on the taperedqing8 testedgavegreaterroUi~-
mornent cf3@kienis and smalkr &se yawing-mmnd
coej%%mtsat ih4same lijt coej%ient when thepartial-span
j?kp8 wme &@&d than when they were n.drd.

INTRODUCHON

Full-span high-lift devieea are seldom used on air-
planes at the present time because of the diiliculty of
obtaining satisfactory lateral control with the lifb
increasingdevice extending along the entire trailing edge
of the wing. Several control devicw adaptable to wings
with a full-span flrLphave been investigated (references 1
and 2) and a few have shown considerablepromise. How-
ever, each one has apparently had some disadvedage
sufficient to prevent its general use. An arrangement
commonly used in practice consists of partial-span flaps
extending along the inner portion of the wing span for
increasing lift combined with ordinary aileroDEextend-
ing horn the outboard ends of the flap to the wing tips
for lateral control. Naturally, such m arrangement
does not take advrm~~e of the full potential value of the
flap in decreasing the landing speed and steepening the
gliding angle at landing.

Some research has already been completed concerning
theaerodynamic effects of flaps extentig along diiferent
portions of the wing span for both rectangular and
kapered wings (references 3, 4, and 5). In addition,
~onsiderabledata are available concerning the charac-
teristic of different sizes of ordinary ailerons on wings
of various plan forms (references 6, 7, and 8). There is
Bscarcity, however, of information regarding the aero-
dynamic characteristics of wings combined with partial-
3panflaps and ordinary ailerons.

The investigation described in the present report was
made to determine the aerodynamic effects of combina-
tions of flaps and ailerons of various spans. The tests
included wings of medium and high taper having split
flaps and ordinary ailerons of diflerent spans.

APPARATUS

MODELS

The two models used have been previously tested in
connection with the wind-tunnel researeh described
in references 4 and 8. One wing is tapered 5:1 and the
other 5:3, the slopes of the leading and trailing edges
being equal (figs. 1 and 2). The Clark Y proiile is
used at all sections along the SPW and the maximum
ordinates of all the sections are in a horizontal plane
on the upper surface. The models are constructed of
laminated mahogany; each has a span of 60 inches and
a geometrical aspect ratio of 6.0.

The ailerons tapered with the wings, the chord of
each aileron at any longitudinal section being 25 percent
of the wing chord (cJ at the same section. The spans
of the ailerons tit tested were the same as those used
in previous tests, 50 percent b/2and 41 percent 6/2 for
the wings tapered 5:1 and 5:3, respectively. The
spans were then reduced to 30 percent bj2 for each
aileron tested, this latter length being considered the
shortest desirable. since earlier tests (reference 6)
had shown that the moments caused by both the right
and left ailerons could be separately found and added
to give the total effect with satisfactory accuracy, the
present models were equipped with ailerons only at
the right wing tip.
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All the ailerons were arranged to lock rigklly to
the wing at a given deflection or to rotate freely about
their hinge axes, the gap between aileron and wing
being sealed with a light grease. Hinge moments of
the ailerons were measured by the calibrated twist of a
long slender steel rod extending along the hinge axis
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from the aileron to the balance frame outside tbe air
stream.

Simple split flaps that tapered with the wing were
used with each model, the flap chord at any longitudi-
nal section be~m 0.15cmat the same section. In each
case the flaps extended along the trailing edge of the
wing from the center section to the inboard “end of the
ailerons, so that partial-span flaps of 0.50, 0.59, and
0.70b were used. Each of the flaps was built of j&inch
steel plati and was fastened to the wing model by
screws and blocks at an angle of 60°. This angle was
the one that gave the highest C& with the 0.15c~
tapered flap in earlier tests (reference 4).

-I) TUNNEL

The N. A. C. A. 7-by lo-foot wind tunnel in which
the tests were made had an open jet and a closed return
passage. The tunnel and regular 6-component bskmce
are described in detsil in reference 9. On this bakmce
the six components of aerodynamic forces and momenta
are independently and simultaneously measured with
respect to the wind axes of the model.

TESTS

The dynamic pressure was maintained constant
throughout the tests at 16.37 pounds per square foot
corresponding to an air speed of 80 miles per hour at

standard sea-level conditions. The average teat Rey-
nolds Number was 609,000 based on the mean wing
chord of 10 inches; the tiective Reynolds Number
(test Reynolds NumberX~e turbulence factor of the
wind tunnel) was 609,000X1.4=853,000. (See refer-
ence 10.) The angle-of-attack range covered from
zero lift to beyond the stall of the wing. Aileron
deflections covered born 30° to –30° and were mens-
ured in a plane perpendicular to their hinge axes.
(Positive deflections are downward and negative,
up-ward.)

Force tests were made first with full-span flaps on
the wings as a basis for comparison with the partial-
span flaps. Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients were measured for flap deflections of 0° and 60°.
The flaps were next cut to the shortest spans used so
that the longest ailerons could be tested first. With
this arrangement no alterations to the original models
were required. Lift, drag, and pitching-moment co-
efficients were again measured for flap angles of 0°
and 60°, ailerons neutral, and then rolling-, ymving-,
and hinge-moment coefficients of the ailerons were
measured for the smae two flap deflections. In all
these tests the aileron gaps were sealed with a light
grease to prevent any leakage because even a small
gap considerably reduces the aileron effectiveness.
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For comparison with results for the aileron gap
w&MI, a few tests were made with the long aileron
~aving the gap unsealed on the 5:1 t~pered wing. In
his case rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-moment coeffi-
cients of the aileron were measured only for the flrLp-
leutral condition. These data also served for com-
ywison with similar data from the same model obtained
~bout 3 years earlier.
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The ailerons were then cut to the shorter spans and
the flaps were lengthened. Tests similar to those for
the longer ailerons were ngain made, except that the
nileron gaps were always kept sealed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FOItM OF PElW3NTA~ON OF DATA

The test results are given in the form of absolute
coefficients of lift and drag, and of pitching, rolling,
ywing, and hinge moment:

o.=%
[of plain wing

o
, _ pitching moment about aerodynamic center

~(a.c.)~ — qcis

a{s rolling moment
gbs

f’J=’=J’a* moment
qbS

~h=hinge moment
qcasa

where S is the wing area.
b, the wing span.
c, the mean geometric chord of the wing.

& the mea of one aileron.
c=, the root-merm-square chord of n tapered

aileron; i. e., the square root of the mean
of the squaw of the aileron chords along
its span.

q, the dynamic pressure.

All coefficients, except those of hinge moment, were
obtained directly from the balance and refer to the wind
(or tunnel) rums.

The data were corrected for tunnel effects to aspect
ratio 6.0. The standsrd jet-boundary corrections were
applied,

Aa=6@LX57.3, degrees

where O is the jet cross-sectional area. A value
6= –0.165 for the open-jet 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
ma used in correcting the test results. An additional
correction to the drag data was necessitated by the
strdic-pressuregradient in the open jet. This gradient
produced an additional downstream force on the model
corresponding to ACD of 0.0019 for the wing tapered
5:1 and ACD of 0.0017 for the wing tapered 5:3.

EFFECT OF FLAP SPAN ON WING CHAFtACTEBL9~@

Lift and dmqgcoefficients for the 5:1 tapered wing
with various spans of tapered split flap are given in
igure 3, and pitching-moment coeflkients in figure 4.
Similar data for the 5:3 tapered wing are given h
Egurea5 and 6. Values of 0%= and of CD and L/D
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at C“ for different flap spnns on both the 5:1 and
5:3 tapered wings are plotted in figure 7.

Some aerodynamic characteristics of the tapered
wings with split flaps of various spans are compared in
table I with similsr data for a rectanguk wing. (The
data for the rectanguhw wing were taken from reference
3 and corrected for tunnel effects.) It will be noted
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that the ~L~a, of the plain wings increases slightly

with increasing taper but, with full-span flaps deflected,
the CLm%decreasea slightly with increasing taper.

Reducing the flap span from 100 to 70 percent on the
6:1 tapered wing reduced the lift increment AeLmm=

by about 11.5 percent although the actual CL== wss
reduced about 4 percent. On the 5:3 tapered wing
and on the rectangular wing the values are roughly 17
percent reduction in ACLm= and 7 percant in CLW=.

AILERONCHARAOTEFUSTICS,611TAPBREDwfNG

Rolling- and yawing-moment coefficiem%due to the
0.26cWby 0.60 b/2 tapered aileron, gap closed, are given
in figure 8 (a) at five angles of attack for the flap-
neutral condition. The results for the gap open
between aileron and wing are plotted in iigure 8 (b).
Comparison of these two figures shows that the rolling-
mornent coefficient for a given aileron deflection is
decrensed when the gap is left unsealed, indicating that
no leakage should be permitted between aileron and
wing for the maximum rolling effect. Comparison of
the data for the unsealed aileron (fig. 8 (b)) with those
obtained with the same aileron in tests made about 3
years earlier (reference 8) shows good agreement.

The effect on aileron rolling- and yawing-moment
coefficients due to deflecting the 0.15c. by 0.50b split
flap 60° is shown in figure 9. For the two conditions

-24 -/6 -8 0 6’ 16 .24
Ai/eron‘deflectjcn,6=,-d~rees ‘ “

PIQUBE9.—Bolllng-and yawing-momentomftidontaof 0.%%by O.EC~tam
affwononS:1taperedwfng. The0.16%byO.&lbtspeiwiaplltSOPdeikted~.

of flap neutral and flap deflected, the rolling moments
due to the up aileron increase directly with aileron
deflection to about 20° after which they taper off.
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taperedwfng. Tbe0.16%byO.&lbtspered@lt flaf?sdefkted@Y.

The moments due to the down aileron increase directly
to an aileron angle of about 15° aftar which they also
begin to fall off. In general, when the flap is deflected,
the rolling-moment coe5cients are increased above the
vfdues for the flap-neutral condition. Hinge-moment
coefficients of these ailerons increase almost directly
with aileron deflection (figs. 10 (a), 10 (b), and 11)
for the range tested.

Rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients due to the
0.25cWby 0.30 b/2 tapered ailerons are given in @e 12
for the flap-neutral condition and in @e 13 for the
0.15cUby 0.706 split flap deflected 60°. Hinge-moment
coefficients for the two conditions are given in @ure9 14
and 15. The variation of rolling momaut with aileron
deflection is quite sidar for these ailerons to that of
the longer ones, but the values are considerably less for
a given deflection at a given angle of attack. In fact,
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the reduction in rolling-moment coefficient is almost
directly proportional to the decrease@ the span of the
aileron.

Flawm 12-RolUng- and yawfng+nomont mdfidents of O& by OXI ~ @p@red

afkon on 5:1 taperd wfng. Flaps neutral-

FIauRE 13.—RolUro3-and yawfn&mmnent omffkbnts Of 0.2&k by 0.31J; tam

nfferonon 5:1 tam wing. Tbe fL16%by 0.703tapered6pW fiam delk%xf 6(P.
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AILERON CHARACTERISTIC% 6:3 TAPERED WING

Rolling-, ymving-, and hinge-moment coefficients of
the 0.25cm by 0.41 b/2 tapered aileron are given in
figures 16, 17, 18, and 19 for various aileron deflections
at sewrrd a@es of attack, the O.15cWby 0.59b tapered

split flap both neutmd and deflected 60°. Similar
plots for the shorter aileron, 0.25cWby 0.30 6/2, with the
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ahwn onS:3taperedwfng.TheO.IS%byOMbtsperedepfftllofMdefkwttiW.

longer flap, 0.15ct0by 0.70b, are given in figures 20, 21,
22, and 23.
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I?or the 6:3 tapered wing, the variation of rolling
moment with aileron deflection is much the same as
that of the ailerons on the 5:1 tapered wing except for
the cnse of the up deron when the flap is deflected.

i
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FIGmiElS.-HhgemomentomflicknkofOLTGby 0.41$ta@ oflerenon5:3
taperedwing.Flapneotml.

Aileron deflection,c%,degrees

~OUEE 19.—Efngemomentcmllidentsof 0.2& by 0.41~tapmedefleronon5:3
topemiwfng. TheO.l& by0.69btam eplitIIOmdoflwted@Y.

FmuBE !KA-ReUing- and Ymvfng-moment c@TMonts of 0.2& by 0.30j tfqm’ed

aIh3ronon 5:3@@ wing.BkIpnentrel.

In this condition on the 5:3 tapered wing the rolling
moments due to the up aileron increase almost directly
without falling off over the range of deflections tested
(0° ta 300). The moments due to the down aileron,

however, vary in a manner similar to those on the 5:1
tapered wing. As im the case of the ailerons on the
5:1 tapered wing, the rolling-moment coefficients for
the ailerons. on the 5:3 tapered wing are somewhat

FIWJBZ 3L-ReIUng- end yawfng-moment m@lMents of 025G by 020$ tqemd

oUeronon 6:3 taped wing. The O.I&by 0.7Mtam @t lleI.udefkted OP.
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tapaed*g. F@3 nentmL
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‘b13GmmZ3.-Hingsmomentmeffldentsef O= by 0.3$~tapemiafleronon5:3
tapemlwfng. Tbe 0.15Gby 0.71Mtap+redsplft llaxMdefiwkd W.

increased when the flap is deflected. In addition, the
reduction in rolling-moment coefficient with decreased
aileron span is also directly proportional to the decrease
in span.
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FIOWEE24.—Effe2tof afkron qmn on rcJIIng-and yawing-moment oxflldemk The W2& b- akon with wyml up-and+jown delleotlon on tqwwl Clerk Y wlnga
The OJW pmthlw spUtCEIMnential tinddefkded.

COMPARISON OF THE TAPERW AILERONS ON TAPERED WINGS

The effect of aileron span on rolling- and yawing-
moment coefficients with equil up-and-down deflection
is shown in figure 24, with the partial~an flaps both
neutral and deflected. With the arrangements shown
it is evident that ailerons of the same span on the 5:3
tapered wing are capable of giving higher rolling-
moment coefficients, together with more adveme yaw-
ing-moment coefficients, than those on the 5:1 tapered
wing, flaps neutral or deflected. This characteristic
may be attributed ahnost entirely to the d.iflerenoein
area of the ailerons for the sizes investigated on the
two wings. The chords of the ailerons are the same
percentage of the wing chord so that, since the wings
have the same span and area, the aileron on the 5:3
tapered wing has a larger area than an aileron of equal
span on the 5:1 tapered wing. At the same lift
coefficient of the wing, deflecting the flap has the same
general eflect = in the case of single ailerons; i. e., the
rolling-moment coefficients are increased and the ad-
verse yawing-moment coefhcients are decreased for the
same aileron deflection.

Previous tests showed (reference 8) that the long
tapered ailerons on both the 5:1 and 5:3 tapered wings,
flaps neutral, gave rolling moments equal in magnitude
to an assumed value that would provide satisfactory
lateral control up to the stall. At and beyond the
stall, however, the indicated control was poor.

The rolling-moment coefficient corresponding to the
foregoing conditions is approximately 0.065 at a lift
coefficient of 1.0 for the tapered ailerons and wings in

question. In addition, flight teats have shown that in
some case9 0{ =0.04 give9 satisfactory rolling control
(reference 11) so that the value of 0{=0.066 may be
too high for most of the usual flight conditions.

Decreasing the span of the tapered ailerons to 0.30
b/2gives an aileron that just meets the requirement of
the lower rolling-moment coefficient on the 5:1 tapered
W% which is probably the highest taper likely to be
dealt with in practice. The use of the highly tapered
wing is accompanied by a decreased damping in roll
compared with the medium tapered or rectangular
wings, so that it seems likely that lower aileron rolling
moments will suflice to give the same degree of con-
trol. In addition, the reduction in (?& with partial-
span flaps is small (about 4 percent), so that the com-
bination appears promising from considerations of both
high lift and rolling oontrol.

CONCLUSIONS

1. There was practicdy no difference in CfiM,=ob-
tained with Clark Y wings tapered 5:1 or 5:3 with
equal lengths of split flap.

2. A reduction in Cfi- of tapered wings with split
flaps might be expected of the order of 4 to 7 percent,
if 30 peroent of the flap outer span were removed for
silerons.

3. Ailerons of the same span on the 6:3 tapered
W@ gave higher rolling-moment coefficients but also
greater adverse yawing-moment ooeflicients than those
m the 5:1 tapered wing, flops neutral or deflected.
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4. Ailerons of the same span gave greaier rolling-
moment coefficients and smaller adverse yawing-
moment coefficients at the same lift coefficient on the
tapered wings tested when partial-span split flaps were
deflected than when neutral.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONA~CW LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Co AWITITBD FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IIiILD, VA., January 14, 1937.
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TABLE I.—COMPARISON OF RECTANGULAR AND
TAPERED CLARK Y WINGS WITH SPLIT FLAPS OF

No ffBp------ -.....-.– I..m --------- QC3
FrAf zfxm------ am. 21E3 am 1% i ;g
o.ml._-_.__.. X& 2040 . 76s lao
omb----------- 1.C40 .06s 13L1

.m: LS46 .663
.246

o.rJM---------- 12L7 O.m

I M taperedwing

No tbp . . ----- -----..-.- Lzm ..-6_G.. 1: g
Full zpan_____ a;? 2m 1%:
o.m5________ . Lm 14ho

.: E
&w

o.69b_________ . lb% L Esl la 4
o.&Q5-...._-..._ . l&. 1.mo .610 ml !R

No @L.__.. --_--..-- 1-312 ––.--.– 926 9.01
m zpzn_____ : ;g: 2as6 a743 15L1 O.w
o.70b_________ 1.970 .058 144.Q
oAw--------

O.w
.16$. LWi .6%3 m. 4

o.iwb--------- . lb% L S16
&05

.M4 lzlls 505
I I , , 1 I

I VahI~ obtdned fmm data m r&ronm33, wrrmtd for tnnnzl zffwts.
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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS

1. FUNDAMENTALAND DERIVEDUNITS

w,
9?

m,

I,

1% -

s,
s.,
Q,
b,
c,
b$
—)s
v,

!22

L,

D,

DO,

Di,

D,,

c,

R,

Metrio

Symbol
unit Abbrevia-

tion

Length ------ 1 meti--.--------------- m
Time-.------ aemnd_----__----__----
Foree-------- ; weight of 1 kilogram----- k;

Power ------- P horsepower (metric) ----- -----------..
speed-----_- V

F
“ometem per hour------ k.p.h.

meters per second------- rn-p.s-

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS

English I

I I
unit I Abbrevi%

tion I
foot (or mile)--------- ft. (or mi.)
second (orhour) ------- see. (or hr.)
weight of 1 pound ----- lb.

VTeight=mg Kinematic viscosity
Standard acceleration of gravity=9 .80665 ~ Density (mas9per unit volume)

m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec.9 Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 _}gi;~-s* at
xx --- W
lVHES==

15° C. and 760 mm; Or0.002378 lb.-ft.-
Speciiic weight of “standard” air, 1.2266 kg/m3 or-.

Momen{ of inertia=ml?. @ndicate axis of -0.07651 lb~lcu. ft.
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.)

Coefficient of viscosi~
8. AERODYNMC S@OVs

Abea
&ea of wing
Gap
span
chord

Aspect ratio

True air speed

Dynamic pressure=~p~

Lift, absolute coefficient (7L= L~

Drag, absolute coeilicient C.=~

Proille drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~~

Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD,=~~

Parasite drag, absolute coefficient C..=~

Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Ca= g

Resultant force

is, Angle of setting of wings
line)

‘i~, Angle of stabilizer setting
line)

Q, Resultant moment
Q, Resultant angular veloci@

-1-n

(relative to thrust

(relative to thrust

c,,

?’>

Reyuolds ?Number,where 1is n linear dimension
(e.g. for a model airfoil 3 in. &ord, 100
m.p.k. normal presure at 15° C., the cor-
respon&ng number is 234,000; or for a model
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding
number is 274,000)

Center+f-presure coefficient (ratio of distance
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length)

Angle of attack
Angle of dowmvash
Angle of attack, hhn.ite aspect ratio
Angle of attack, induoed
Angle of attaok, absolute (measured from zero-,

lift position)
Flight-path angle



z
Positive directions of axes and angles (forca and momenta) are shown by arrows

Axis

Force

Designation ?%- ‘5%!

Lmgitudinal---- . x x
Lateral ---------- Y
Normal ---------- z :

Moment about axis Angle Velocities

Designation Sbm$ Positive
direction ‘~~’ s~- n$;:~g An@artion

axis)
I

Rolling---- L Y~z Roll----- + u P
Pitching---- M z~x Piteh---- 0 D
Yam-rig ---- N

!2
x~ Y Yaw----- + w r

Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral

Cl=$ C.=:8 C==$ position), & (Indicati surface by proper subscript.)

(rolliiig) @itcliing) (yv?vi&)

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS

D, Diameter
Geometric pitch

P, Power, absolute coeilicient CP=&
P)
p/D, Pitch ratio c*,

T
Speed-power coefficient= b ~

v’, Inflow velocity
v,, Slipstrerunvelocity 7, Efficiency

n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s.
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient CT=--&

. @,
(. )

Effective helix angle= tan-’ &

Q, (?Torque, absolute coefficient CO=-

& NUMERICALRELATIONS

1 hp. =76.04 kg-m/s= 550 f&lb./sec. 1 lb.=0.4536 kg.
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 1 kg=2.2046 lb.
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 1 Ini.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft.
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 mph. 1 m=3.280S ft.

xwl~s

o .


